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1 Introduction
The work[l] studied the nonlinear oscillatory problems of cylindrical shell,
the work[2] studied the multifrequency sympathatic vilbration problems of
orthotropic cylindrical shell. In this paper, we studied the nonlinear oscil-
latory problem of orthotropic cylindrical shell, We have changed the question
for the stability question of the nonlinear ordinary differential equation sys-
tem by the method of work [2] and Galerkin method. We have analyzed the
character of the oscillatory system. For the first critical status, we have made
Lyapunov function by the Energy Metric Algorithm[3]. For the second crit-
ical status, we have given the existent condition of the periodical solutions
of the nonlinear differential equation system. So then, the stable condition
of the nonlinear oscillatory system of orthotropic cylindrical shell has been
given.

ABSTRACT

We have studied the nonlinear oscillatory problem of orthotropic cylindrical shell, we
have analyzed the character of the oscillatory system. The stable condition of the oscillatory system
has been given.

2 The Motion Equation

We considered a stiffener cylindrical shell with length L, radius R, thickness
h, Fig 1. The cylindrical shell has been resisted the compressive load p(t) of
axial impulsion. When we considered the rotational inertia of the shell, the
motion equations of shell with large deflection are

(1)
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(2)

where W is the radial displacement of the cylindrical shell, fa is the stress
function, they are the functions of rectangular Cartesian coordinates x. y and
time t, mi, Im, Mi are constants and larger than the zero. In the (1),(2),
the coefficients Di, d< {i = 1,2,3) are constants, they have relation to the
physical property of the cylindrical shell.
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where
We assuming

W{x,y,t) = f(t)smaxsm (3)

where

m is the half wave number along the x direction, n is the all wave number
along the y direction. It is evident that (3) satisfies the radial displace-
ment boundary condition in simply supported boundary or compact steadily
boundary, but | j = 0 is satisfied under middle mean for axial moment con-
dition of simply supported or the slope condition of compact steadily. The
boundary effect can be overlooked by the shell stress analysis are based that
the length of shell are some multiplier of radius . The boundary conditions
of force are satisfied under middle mean too.

Substituted (3) in (2) and considered those conditions that the bound-
ary is pressed along axis of cylindrical shall, we have got the stress function

At sin ax sin fly + Aj sin 2ax sin 20y

-\-A3coB2ax + A|Cos2/?jr + At cos ax cos

Figl.

A2 =

A3 =

(5)

3*) = A6fg

the = express the equality of its left hand with its right hand mark. Sub-
stituted (3) and (4) into eqs(l) and applied the Galarkin method. In the two
sidesof equations (l),(2),we made scalar product with coordinate elements
system sin ax sin fiy (where a, j3 accord with the a , fi in the equation (3)),
as a consequence we deduced the two order nonlinear equations about f(t),

g(t),

<Pf(t)/dt2

where

6udf(t)/dt

621dg(tydt

81 > 0, 01

613f
3(t)

S72g(t)

= 0,

-0,
(6)

Sl2 =

= 2a2l32(A3

- Mi/02 = 61161/61 ><), , 02 = mx + AIm(a3 + P?
(?)

S22 =

A8)/82

we knew that 6U, 621 are contants and larger then zero by eqs(3).
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3 The Discussion of the Nonlinear Oscilla-

tory System

First of all, we fcnnulated[4]

Lemma 3.1 if the coefficient a of equation

A4 + cA3 + W2 + c\ + d = 0 (8)

is larger than the zero, then, a necessary and sufficient condition for all roots
of equation (8) have negative real part are that

c > 0, d > 0, abc - <? - a2d > 0. (9)

Lemma 3.2 //
a > 0, C j - 0,

where a , c are the coefficient of equation(8), then the roots of equation (8)
at least one has positive real part when one of the relations is not establish
in the (9).

The system (6) may be written

df/dt = <l>

dj/dt = -bn<P - 6i3f - Si3f - 6ufg*

di>/dt = -Cn^JOiW* - 622g - 622g ~

A. Let 6x2, hi / 0. If <5U = 0, 6t3 + 0 , <5M / 0 the system (10) have
singular points[4]

0(0,0,0,0),

Ox(\/-<W<S3,0, y/-622/6-23,0), 02{s/-612/Sx3,0, - v/-*22/'<5j3, 0),

03( - V-hi/f™, o, \/-<Wfe, 0), 04(- v/-5"/^", o. - V-Wfe. o).[5]
Applied lemma 3.1,3.2 we obtained

Theorem 3.1 If 8x2,62-2 > 0, t/ien (Ae balance position O of oscillatory sys-
tem (10) is asymptotically stable, so that, the system (6) f = g — 0 are
asymptotically stable.

Theorem 3.2 / / 6i2,b?2 < 0, then the balance positions O; (i — 1,2,3, i)
of oscillatory system (10) are asymptotically stable, so that, the solxitions of
system (6)

(f,9)

are asymptotically stable.

B. Let <5i2,<522 / 0. If £)4 / 0, the system (10} have singulars O, [i =
5,6,7,8) except for singulars O (0,0,0,0):

Os( ~

and
2, A'2 = 61

By the displacement transformation of coordinates, the system (10) is
changed and applied lemma 3.1,3.2,we obtained

Theorem 3.3 //

K1-l-)IK2
1)2

(11)

Kx

and

A'3/A'2)] /A'2 > 0 (12)

(1 +

2(1

(13)
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are established together, then the balance positions O, (i ~ 5,6,7,8,) of oscil-
lation system (10) are asymptotically stable. So that the solutions of system

(6)
(1,9) =

are asymptotically iiabie,where A'3 =

C. Let <5]2 = 0 or 822 = 0, then the characteristic equation of system
(10) have a zero root. If £12 = £52 = 0. then the characteristic equation of
system (10) have two zero roots. As a consequence the system (10) belonged
in first critical status[4]. For extracted the Lyapunov function we applied
the Energy Metric Algorithm^), so that the stability of nonlinear oscillation
system (10) has been solved. Simulated Stewart's method[3], we have
found out Lyapunoov function

(14)

By calculated the all dervatiue of V about t and attended to (9), we acquired

= —6,10! (4>2 + xl>2) /82 < 0.

Applied Lasalle and Lefschetz theorem, we obtained

Theorem 3.4 a. If

or b. If

or c. If

612 = 0, <5lj, 613, <523, 5\A > 0,

= 627 = 0, 613,823,614 •> 0,

then the balance position 0 of oscillation system (10) is asymptotically stable.
So that the zero solution f = g = 0 of system (6) is stable.

D. Let 6,2,622 / 0. The stationary movement belong in second critical
t«atus[4]. We derived

Lemma 3.3 Let

J) /(I

> £12 and 822 are satisfied condition:

(15)

+ 612 + 622, (16)

then the characteristic equation of system (10) have four roots. One are a
pair of conjugate roots of imaginary ±\,i(X, > Q) and the other are a pair
of roots that they have negative real part, as seen the oscillation system (10)
belonged in the second critical status.

Lemma 3.4 If 8u,&i2 and 822 are satisfied condition (16), we may select
the constant coefficient linear transformation of non-singularity to deform
the oscillation system (10) as

dF/dt = *

d$/dt = -

dG/dt = -

- < * „ * + A ' ,
(17)

where F, 4>, G, W ere new variable and

X = -

Y = -b4X/a4,

where a3 = 8U822 - X2
3,

(18)

= X,6u6i2, O-A =

a3 at

, bA = X] - XJ12, and

M =
h h



Applied Lemma 3.3,3.4, we obtained

Theorem 3.5 1/612,621 ^ 0, moreover they are satisfied condition (16), then
the oscillation system (10) existe the periodic solution and its balance position
f = (f> = g = xp = O are stable. So that the zero solutions (f,g) = (0,0) of
system (6) are stable.

Theorem 3.1-3.5 analyzed the character of nonlinear oscillatory system,
the stable conditions of the oscillatory system are given.
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